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Abstract

VoIP is a revolutionary technology, which has become a key topic in both the growing

Internet industry and established telecommunications industry. In VoIP technology

telephone calls are to be made over computer networks like the Internet where packet

switching technique is used instead of circuit switching and analog signals are converted

into the digital signals in the real time two-way transmission of conversation. VoIP has

become a potential alternative to the existing PSTN technology due to its reduced costs.

Despite of its reduced cost, it has major challenges, which are affecting its adoption. This

study investigates the major causes for the slower adoption of VoIP and also proposes the

suggestions for improving those causes.

When writing this thesis, the experiences of these adoption issues of this new technology

are limited and therefore this study examines all the possible causes affecting the

adoption of VoIP. The study is based on a theoretical phase, empirical study phase, and

analysis phase and we further derived conclusions.
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1 Introduction
In this chapter reader will be introduced with background of the Voice over Internet

Protocol technology. Problem discussion, purpose of the research and research questions

will also be discussed. Finally disposition of thesis will also be presented.

1.1 Background

The global evolution of the Internet and the wide spread growth of networks have been

made the Internet part of our everyday life. This is the reason why the interest and

demand on different applications has been increased. The raise in demand has produced

many new applications. Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) technology has become a

potential alternative to and supplement of the traditional telephony systems over the

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), providing a versatile, flexible and cost-

effective solution to speech communications. Internet telephony is a revolutionary

technology that has the potential to completely rework the world's phone systems.

Internet telephony is the transmission of voice signals from one party to other party

digitally i.e., usage of packet switched data network (PSDN). The first documented

internet telephony experiments were conducted on the then ARPANET (the forerunner of

the Internet) by researchers at MIT in the mid 1970s, resulting in the publication of an

Internet protocol specification, RFC741, for the ‘Network Voice Protocol’, in 1977. [2]

These experiments resulted in audio transmission on packet networks but were limited to

academic environments only. As computers of that age did not have the power to

compress the audio data below 64 kbps or 56 kbps and sound input and output devices

have also to be made because there were none to be bought. But later when the

computing power to compress the speech below 14.4 kbps by 1993 then first commercial

Internet phone Application appeared. [2]

The public switched telephone network (PSTN) has been evolving ever since Alexander

Graham Bell made the first voice transmission over wire in 1876. In traditional

telephones, devices are limited to communicating with those devices, which are

connected directly, and the telephony companies and their protocols must handle all

location and routing features. Traditional telephone uses circuit networks. [3]
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As PSTN works on circuit switching technique in which network establishes a dedicated

end to end connection between two hosts. The resources needed for communication

between these end systems are reserved for the duration of communication session. The

main disadvantage of circuit switching is the dedicated circuits are idle during silent

periods and thus network resources are wasted during these contemplation periods. [5]

Unlike PSTN, VoIP uses packet switching, which sends digitized voice data packets over

the internet using many possible paths. The packets are reassembled at their destination to

generate the voice signals. [24]

VoIP uses packet switching where the network resources are not reserved; a session’s

messages use the resources on demand, and as a consequence, may have to wait for

access to a communication link. In packet switching the packet is sent into network

without reserving any bandwidth. If one of the links is congested because other packets

need to be transmitted over the link at the same time, then that particular packet has to

wait in queue at the sending side of the transmission link and hence suffer a delay. The

internet makes its best effort to deliver packets in a timely manner but it does not make

any guarantees. [5]

According to [23] following is a qualitative comparison of Voice over PSTN and over IP

Table 1: A qualitative comparison of voice over PSTN and over IP.

Concept Voice Over PSTN Voice Over IP

Switching Circuit switched (end-to-end
dedicated circuit set up
by circuit switches)

Packet switched (statistical
multiplexing of several
connections over links).

Bit rate 64kbps pr 32kbps 14kbps with overhead*

Latency < 100ms 200–700ms depending on the
total traffic on the IP network.
Lower latencies possible with
private IP networks.

Bandwidth Dedicated Dynamically allocated

Cost of
access/billing

Business customers. Monthly
charge for line, plus per-minute
charge for long distance cost of
PBX, and other telephony

Business customers. Cost of IP
infra-structure, Hybrid IP/PBX,
and IP phones. Residential
customers. Monthly charge for
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equipment. Residential
customers. Monthly charge for
line, plus per-minute charge for
long distance, cost of simple
phone.

line, plus monthly charge for
ISP, cost of computer, and other
equipment.

Equipment Dumb terminal (less expensive);
intelligence in the network

Integrated smart programmable
terminal
(expensive);intelligence not in
the network.

Additional
features and
services

Requires reprogramming or
changes in the network design
but fast enough to add if
advanced intelligent networks
(AIN) are in use.

Easy to add without major
changes, due to flexible protocol
support, but standards are
needed for traditional user
services

Quality of
service

High (extremely low loss) Low and variable, but traffic is
sensitive depending on packet
loss and delay experienced.

Authorization
and
authentication

Only once when the service is
installed

Potentially required, per-call
basis

Regulations Many at federal and state levels Few yet, but regulatory
uncertainty; future regulations
may reduce the cost advantages
of VoIP.

Network
availability

99.999% up time Level of reliability is not known.

Electrical power
failure at
customer
premises

Not a problem; powered by a
separate source from phone
company.

Will have problems, as
equipment may be down. Power
from other sources is not easy to
obtain.

Security High level of security because
one line is dedicated to one call

Possible eavesdropping at
routers.

Standards/status Mature (Simplified interworking
among equipment from different
vendors).

Emerging possible problems in
interworking.

*Only when speaker is talking

Source: Communications of the ACM January 2002/Vol. 45, No. 1
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1.2 Problem Discussion

      According to [22], The largest incentive to replacing your traditional phone line with a

VoIP line is of course the price. A VoIP phone line can save you a great deal of money

over your traditional phone service, especially on long distance and international charges

It is not yet widely known, but the second key benefit of VoIP over a traditional phone

line are the additional calling features available. The new features offered are quite varied

and can be useful for both business and residential customers. Following are the new

calling features offered by VoIP providers

• Online call logs. Provides you with an online log of all your incoming and

outgoing calls. This feature is useful for easily tracking your expenditures on long

distance calls.

• Do not disturb. Allows you to automatically forward all calls or calls from

specific numbers to your voicemail. You can also set the time when you want

calls to be forwarded. For example, you could have your phone automatically

switch to do not disturb mode from 11:00 pm to 7:00 am so a call doesn’t wake

you up while you’re sleeping.

• Locate me. You can set up your VOIP service to ring multiple phone lines

simultaneously or in sequence. This feature is very useful for someone with

multiple phone lines or if you only want to have to give out one phone number.

For example, you could set up your phone service to ring both your home phone

and cell phone at the same time. With this feature, you’ll never miss that

important call again.

• Online voicemail. This feature takes your traditional voicemail service and adds a

number of new elements. Not only can you access your online voicemail from any

phone, you can access it from any PC as well. With online voicemail, you can

access your voicemail account from an Internet browser and listen to your

messages using your computer. You can also have your voicemail messages sent

to your e-mail account.
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• Conference calling. Although you could create conference calls with a traditional

phone line, VOIP service makes this feature much easier. Some providers allow

you to create a conference call between up to 10 people and include this server in

your monthly package.

• Free in network calling. Long distance rates from VOIP providers are already

much cheaper than the rates of traditional phone or long distance companies.

Some VOIP providers take these discounts a step further and offer free long

distance service if the other person you are calling is also using the same provider.

• Area code selection. When selecting the phone number for your VOIP service,

most providers allow you to select the area code as well. You can use this feature

to further cut down on your long distance charges. For example, if your mother

lives in New York and you live in LA, you can set up a virtual phone number with

a New York area code. You can then have this virtual phone number forward to

your LA number. This way, your mother will never have to pay long distance

charges when she calls you. You could also use this feature to set up a “virtual”

business presence in another city.

• Call Transfer. Allows you to easily transfer calls to another number by pressing

a few numbers on your phone.

• Computer Dial. Allows you to store phone numbers on your computer and use

your computer to dial them for you. This feature is very useful for dialing calling

lists. For example, say you wanted to call all of the members in your book club.

You can organize all of the members into a contact list on your computer. You

can then use your computer to dial all of the contacts sequentially. When using

computer dial, your computer will first ring your phone, wait for you to pick up,

and then dial the number you are calling.

• Ring Lists. Gives you one virtual number that can be connected to multiple lines.

This is especially useful for businesses that want to have multiple phone lines.

You can set up this feature to ring each line sequentially, randomly or all at once.
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      But apart from cost benefits and other call features also, the VoIP technology is adopting

very slow by its customers.

Voice over internet protocol technology was emerged by many years now not too many

businesses or individual users are using this new technology. According to [7],

Technologies and mechanisms for the transmission of voice over IP Networks were very

promising some years ago and they stay the same today but the adoption rate is rather

modest. The three main reasons in adopting the VoIP technology are low call cost, lower

cost of infrastructure and integration of voice and data applications. As it seems these

reasons for VoIP are not strong enough to speed up the adoption of this new technology.

So still there are some obstacles which are preventing quicker deployment of VoIP

service.

According to [21], after almost a decade spent languishing in obscurity, Voice over I.P.

(VoIP) is gaining momentum and widespread acceptance in 2005. With all five of the top

broadband service providers announcing network-wide deployments, and with 20% of all

US households expected to be using IP telephony by year-end 2008, VoIP is changing the

competitive landscape of the telecom industry by challenging the undisputed reign of the

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). As a technology that allows voice data to

be transmitted over IP networks and be fully integrated into the digital lifestyle, VoIP is

also challenging traditional ideas about personal communication; confident steps into the

oft-touted but rarely-realized area of convergence, flexible and feature-rich VoIP

protocols and clients have increasingly gained subscriber acceptance as early-adopters

simplify and streamline the complexity of their digital lives.

Still, the adoption of VoIP has been slower than expected; mainstream subscribers and

corporations have been reluctant to adopt the new technology, despite its cost savings,

flexibility, and new functionality. The issue comes down to trust: until recently, service

providers have lacked the network intelligence needed to ensure appropriate reliability

and Quality of Service (QoS) levels, and, in the absence of anything proving otherwise,

subscribers rightly believed that they could not get the same service from VoIP as from

PSTN.
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1.3 Purpose and Research Questions

The purpose of this study is to find out the causes/ reasons which are affecting the

adoption of this technology at a greater rate and at the same time to tell the reader that

which of these reasons of slower adoption of VoIP are most important for consideration

and how those reasons or problems can be rectified. Finding out the major causes for the

slower adoption of this technology and the suggestions for improving those causes or to

rectify those problems provide the opportunity to the service provider of this technology

that how the adoption of this technology can be improved. Keeping the above purpose in

mind we have the following research question.

Research question 1: What are the causes for slower adoption of VoIP?

By analyzing the above research question we can support and clarify the

research problem.

1.4 Delimitations

• In case of VoIP there are two types of customers the individual end users and the

companies who are using this technology. Due to the time constraints we are

limiting our research only towards the individual end users but at the same time

also towards the service providers i.e. the companies who are providing this

service.

• Secondly, we are also limiting this only for voice traffic whereas video streaming

also falls under the category of VoIP.

1.5 Disposition of Thesis

This thesis is divided into six chapters and its disposition is illustrated in figure 1. In the

first chapter, the reader is introduced to the background of the study, followed by

problem discussion, purpose and research questions. The next chapter is literature review,
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in which the reader is provided with research conducted in the past in respect to the

problem area. Then the reader is presented with the methodology chapter which is based

on past theories. Chapter four consists of empirical findings which consist of company’s

and individual’s background followed by collected data. Then comes the Analysis

chapter in which we will analyze the gathered data. The results which come after

comparing different cases in the previous chapter are explained in the conclusions and

findings chapter. Implications of further research are presented.

                                    Figure 1: Disposition of thesis

Introduction
(Chapter 1)

Literature Review
(Chapter 2)

Conclusions and
Findings

(Chapter 6)

Data Presentation
(Chapter 4)

Methodology
(Chapter 3)

Data Analysis
(Chapter 5)
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2 Literature Review

In this chapter we will focus in more detailed on VoIP technology that is Internet

connection and its bandwidth requirements for VoIP service, different types of VoIP in

use today, different devices used and how they are used in overall working of VoIP

technology. Different protocols governing the VoIP technology will also be discussed.

Finally we will present existing literature concerning to research area.

VoIP is a technology that allows telephone calls to be made over computer networks like

the Internet. VoIP converts analog voice signals into digital data packets and supports

real-time, two-way transmission of conversations using Internet protocol (Bradley

Mitchell). [20]

2.1 Internet Connections and its types

2.1.1 Dial-up connections

Dial-up connections are the most common type of Internet connection available from

ISPs; they are also the slowest and usually the most inexpensive.

A dial-up connection allows you to connect to the Internet via a local server using a

standard 56k modem; user personal computer (PC) literally dials (hence the name) a

phone number (provided by ISP provider) and connects to the server and therefore the

Internet. [26]

Once connected, the user can utilize all aspects of the internet, the drawback with a dial-

up connection is the speed, a standard 56k modem can theoretically transfer 56 kilobits of

data a second, this means that user can (again theoretically) transfer up to 7 kilobytes a

second (although to get a full 7kbps is near impossible due to the compression overhead).

[26]

2.1.2 ADSL connections

ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscribers Line) connections are becoming more and more

widely available and can provide an excellent Internet connection. The connections work

by splitting the phone line into two separate channels, one for data (internet) and one for
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voice (phone calls) which means you can talk on the phone and be connected to the

Internet at the same time. One can often see ADSL connection services advertised as

having different speed specifications, below are some common configurations:

• 256kbps/128kbps

• 512kbps/128kbps

• 1mbps/256kbps

Notice there is two values to each configuration, the first figure states the download

speed and the second figure is the maximum upload speed. As an example let us take the

second configuration 512kbps/128kbps, this means that you can potentially download

data at a speed of 512kbps and upload data at 128kbps. [26]

2.1.3 Cable connections

Cable connections are considered one of the best types of internet connection available to

the home user; they offer very fast and reliable connections with a fixed monthly fee. [26]

According to [25], Cable Modem Broadband connection through an ordinary coax cable

through your digital cable provider is the easiest and most common way to connect to the

Internet at high speeds. Most connections average about 400K/second download and

128K upload. Cable’s largest advantage is its availability and ability to produce multiple

up streams (when sending). The biggest downside to a cable connection is the slow-

downs you’ll experience during gluts of service when several people are sharing the

network. Expect to pay around $40 per month for this service. [25]

2.1.4 Satellite (HST)

This is the most expensive alternative for getting a high-speed connection to the Internet.

If user lives in a rural area or a spot where other options are not available, then this is

probably users only hope for a high-speed connection. These come in two varieties, 1-

way and 2-way. One-way satellites are like television receivers: they only accept signals.

User will still have to use your modem to connect for uploads. A 2-way connection,

however, both sends and receives and is telephone-free. Average speeds for this type of
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connection are 600K and higher for download and 128K for the upload. Averages tend to

be higher because there are far fewer users on the network to slow things down. [25]

Bandwidth requirement for VoIP calls depends on the codec (enCOder/DECoder) used to

compress the data anywhere from 16 to 64 kbps is normal. Add onto that the extra

overhead of about 10 to 24 kbps. In total, VOIP uses 26 to 88 kbps. As a general rule,

assume that user will need at least 88 kbps to use VOIP reliably. Note that VOIP service

providers will provide with their broadband requirements. [27]

Users will need an Internet connection that can handle at least 128 kbps on the upload

side. Extra bandwidth will allow others in the household to surf the net or download files

while you are talking on the phone. If users wish to use conference calls even more

bandwidth will be required. [27]

While there is no set rule for the amount of bandwidth that a household will need, count

on 128 kbps as a minimum.  If users have several computers and other devices connected

to the Internet, consider going up to the maximum available. Note that these speed are for

uploads – the download speeds are usually quite a bit faster and present no problem for

VOIP.  The biggest attraction that VoIP technology offers is the cost benefit. Even some

studies show that with VoIP call, a user has to pay 10 times less than a normal long

distance call. [27]

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a technology that allows us to make telephone

calls using a broadband Internet connection instead of a regular (or analog) phone line.

Some services using VoIP may only allow you to call other people using the same

service, but others may allow you to call anyone who has a telephone number - including

local, long distance, mobile, and international numbers. Also, while some services only

work over your computer or a special VoIP phone, other services allow you to use a

traditional phone through an adaptor. [18]

2.2 Different forms of VoIP

In case of VoIP the interesting thing about VoIP is that there is not just one way to place

a call. There are three different "flavors" of VoIP service in common use today:
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• ATA:  This is the simplest and most common way which can be done with the use

of a device called an ATA (analog telephone adaptor). The ATA allows you to

connect a standard phone to your computer or your Internet connection for use

with VoIP. The ATA is an analog-to-digital converter. It takes the analog signal

from your traditional phone and converts it into digital data for transmission over

the Internet. Providers like Vonage and AT&T Call Vantage are bundling ATAs

free with their service. We simply crack the ATA out of the box, plug the cable

from the phone that would normally go in the wall socket into the ATA, and can

be ready to make VoIP calls. Some ATAs may ship with additional software that

is loaded onto the host computer to configure it; but in any case, it is a very

straightforward setup. [4]

• IP Phones: These specialized phones look just like normal phones with a handset,

cradle and buttons. But instead of having the standard RJ-11 phone connectors, IP

phones have an RJ-45 Ethernet connector. IP phones connect directly to the router

and have all the hardware and software necessary right onboard to handle the IP

call. Soon, Wi-Fi IP phones will be available, allowing subscribing callers to

make VoIP calls from any Wi-Fi hot spot. [4]

• Computer-to-computer: This is perhaps the simplest way to use VoIP. We don't

even have to pay for long-distance calls. There are several companies offering

free or very low-cost software that we can use for this type of VoIP. All you need

is the software, a microphone, speakers, a sound card and an Internet connection,

preferably a fast one like you would get through a cable or DSL modem. Except

for your normal monthly ISP fee, there is usually no charge for computer-to-

computer calls, no matter the distance. [4]

These three forms which have been discussed above gives reader an idea that these are

the types which are prevailing in the market and are used by customers. Although there is

the difference in capturing the data from the user but while sending this data the process
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is same in these three types. In all these types the captured data is packetized and sent

over IP network. However during the analysis phase we will analyze that which type is

adopted mostly.

2.3 Devices used in VoIP technology

The architecture of Internet telephony is similar to traditional telephone networks in

many ways, of course, but it also has some significant differences. Most fundamentally,

Internet telephony is different from traditional telephone networks in that it, naturally,

runs over the Internet, or more generally over IP networks. The most significant

consequence of having this underlying network is that it provides transparent

connectivity between any two devices on the network. Whereas devices in traditional

networks are restricted to communicating with those devices to which they are directly

connected, and the telephony protocols themselves must handle all location and routing

features, Internet telephony can rely on an underlying infrastructure which provides all

these capabilities automatically. [12]

The most common devices used in the Internet telephony are end systems, gateways and

signaling servers.

• End systems are electronic devices with which clients or users place and receive

calls. These end systems responds and initiate to signaling, and receive and

transmit media. These devices also maintain the track of calls and their status.

• Gateways are devices that allow calls to be placed to and from other telephone

networks.

• Signaling servers handle the application-level control of the routing of signaling

messages. They are typically used to perform user location services; a signaling

server can maintain information about where a user can currently be found and

forward or redirect call setup requests to the appropriate current location.

Signaling servers are the devices which, from the point of view of feature-

creation, are most similar in functionality to service control or switching points in
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the circuit-switched network; they can programmatically direct, block, or alter call

signaling messages based on their own internal logic.

2.4 How VoIP works?

The above devices work in the following way in the overall working of VoIP.

1. Initially at the source the analog signals are converted into digital signals by ADC

(analog to digital converter) technique.

2. Then there is speech compression. According to [2], Traditional telephone

networks use pulse code modulation (PCM) at 8K samples per second. 12-bit

samples are compressed and expanded (‘companded’) by a nonlinear look-up

table into 8-bit words giving a transmitted rate of 8 kbit/s. The compression

typically used by an Internet phone today is of the order of 16 to 1 (128 kbit/s to

8kbit/s). Such compression is beyond PCM, ADPCM (32 kbit/s, used in CT-2

cordless phones), or sub-band coding (down to 16 kbit/s for speech bandwidths,

normally used for music at higher bit rates). In case of a LAN (local area network)

where there is a sufficient bandwidth there is no need of compression.

3. After conversion of voice packets into data packets RTP (real time protocol) is

used for time stamping and content identification of UDP voice packets.

4. then signaling system has to perform its work and it does the following tasks:

(a) try to find out the destination IP address

(b) After finding destination IP address and it establishes communication with that

party.

(c) After negotiating the Internet protocol performs voice compression, buffer

length and time stamping of packets and starts communication. However

situation becomes more complex if signaling system has to communicate with

gateway between the Internet and PSTN. Gateways are devices that allow calls

to be placed to and from other telephone networks, which are implemented

between Internet and PSTN. Although gateway can not support the same

number of users as even the smallest local telephone exchange. In the case of

outgoing calls VoIP phone captures the phone number and the IP address of
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gateway. But in the case of reverse direction that is from PSTN to internet it is

rather impractical for the PSTN user to enter the telephone number of the

gateway and then the numeric IP address of the desired party( who may be

offline in case of VoIP application).

5. Finally at the receiving end, packets have to be disassembles for data extraction

and for converting the data into analog voice signal and send those signals to the

soundcard of the respective device.

It is evident from the above working of the VoIP technology that in VoIP, calls could be

of three types.

a) PC to PC: It is a call in which one PC communicates with other PC.

b) PC to Phone: In this type of communication a PC communicates with an analog

phone.

c) Phone to Phone: In this type an IP phone communicates with an analog phone.

Following diagram illustrate these types
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                                   Figure 2: How VoIP works

                           Source: http://www.fcc.gov/voip/ [18]

Protocol Architecture of VoIP

Protocols are set of rules or procedures that are either way used by endpoints when they

communicate in a network. For example, OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) has the

seven different layers, for data interchange different protocols at each layer of this model

interacts. In fact the same is the case in the VoIP architecture. We discussed these

application level protocols in this chapter because we may analyze in the analysis phase

that companies uses which application protocol, either SIP or H.323. What are the affects

of these different protocols on general adoption of VoIP? According to [11], the

telephony services of the Internet are built on a hierarchy of packet switching protocols,

as illustrated in figure below. The function of signalling protocols include routing,

reservation of resources, call acceptance, address translation, establishment of the call, as

well as its management and billing.

                                                 Figure 3

http://www.fcc.gov/voip
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In Internet telephony data is transmitted in the form of Datagram. Every Datagram has a

source address, destination address, and sequence number. Each datagram of file/message

is independently routed across the network and datagram are reassembled at the receiving

end. The internet was designed to deliver the datagrams reliably without considering

delays. The Internet Protocol (IP) is provided for routing datagrams between any tow

nodes with checking for corruption & loss. A higher layer protocol TCP is provided for

re-transmission of lost data and acknowledgments have also been sent back. Retries for

re-transmission of Data will be take some time so then TCP can take much longer time.

So TCP is highly unsatisfactory for fixed data transmission. Then IP network can use an

alternative higher layer protocol user datagram protocol (UDP).UDP does not re-transmit

the lost data and there are no acknowledgements also in case of UDP. In TCP if there are

more number of hops, the acknowledgment takes longer time and in UDP no such

acknowledgment so UDP competes more effectively than TCP in a congested IP network

for available bandwidth that’s why VoIP generally use UDP, signalling protocols such as

SIP (session initiation protocol) and H.323 has been developed for the translation of

addresses of the application layer, and for establishing and controlling the calls.
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H.323

ITU ratifies H.323.It defines how voice, data and video Traffic will be transported over

internet Protocol. This protocol family is a set of other protocols for coding voice data &

video signals as well as for data communication. In addition, H.323 defines protocols for

the control of access building and terminating and for communication control and

switching.

Session Initiation protocol (SIP)

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is an application-layer control protocol standardized

by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in March 1999 that can establish, modify

and terminate multimedia sessions Or calls. These multimedia sessions include

multimedia conferences, distance learning, Internet telephony and similar applications

There are five consecutive communication operations of setting up and ending session

that are supported by the SIP. First, the user location is determined to create

communication. Later, the willingness of the called party to participate in session is

verified. Thirdly, the media capabilities of the both parties (calling and called) are

resolved. Fourthly, the session setup is handled by establishing session parameters at both

parties. And finally, the session management including termination, modification and

invoking services are carried by SIP.

2.5 Reasons for slower adoption

Technical Factors:

The unreliability of the Internet is the main market restraint of VoIP. There are many

QoS issues experienced by packet-switched networks that do not affect circuit-switched

networks. Acceptable sound quality has become expected on the PSTN, whereas VoIP is

an immature technology, experiencing many problems in this area. The Internet is a best-

effort network, where variable latencies and dropped packets occur. Because a voice

service requires real-time transmission, VoIP often results in a heavily degraded QoS.

[36]
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Delay: “There are four types of delay in IP networks: propagation delay, network delay,

accumulation delay and processing delay.” [36]

Propagation delay: “is that which is caused by the signal had to travel a distance.” [36]

Network delay: “is a function of the capacity of the pipes in the network and the

processing of the packets as they transmit the network. “[36]

Accumulation delay: “depends on the type of voice coder used. It is caused because a

finite amount of time (varying from a single sample time to several msecs) is needed to

collect a frame before the processing begins.” [36]

Processing delay: “is caused by the actual encoding and collection of encoded samples

into a packet for transmission.” [36]

Jitter:  “Jitter is a variable inter-packet timing caused by the network a packet traverses.

This is removed by buffering fast packets in order that the slowest packets arrive in time

to be sequenced correctly. This causes additional delay.” [36]

“Latency refers to amount of delay between a voice packet being transmitted and

received; jitter refers to variation in the amount of that delay. Packets often won’t arrive

at the destination according to the same route, or will be delayed at the router for

different lengths of time, and therefore do not reach the target at a steady rate.

Since speech transmission requires that packets arrive in the proper order and with the

proper timing, packet jitter results in erratic speech and a conversation dominated by

unpredictable phrasings and pauses.” [21]

Echo: “echo is caused by signal reflections in a hybrid circuit that is converting between

a four-wire circuit and a two-wire circuit. It is present in all telephone networks, but is
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acceptable in a circuit switched network because round-trip delays are usually short

enough to go unnoticed.” [36]

Quality problems are the most important barrier to the development of VoIP. Until a QoS

management mechanism is available, this unreliability will remain a major restraint.

Unreliability:  will also be cause for concerns in areas such as public safety. Public

switched telephone networks (PSTN) are usually well engineered and very reliable.

General services are rarely unavailable, and emergency services are extremely reliable.

[36]

Scalability: “is also a problem because there are many needs in this area. The port

density of each gateway can be easily increased, as can the overall number of users due to

the distributed nature of the Internet, however sufficient business, service, network and

element management tools and processes are not available, making scalability of general

operations difficult.” [36]

The problem of integrating VoIP gateways with existing PBXs (Public Branch

eXchanges), switches and routers often results in a complex configuration. This is due to

a lack of experienced technicians and the closed architectures of most PSTN network

elements.

Latency:

Latency occurs when voice data is queued at a router, or other network element, and

delayed from reaching its destination. This is the direct result of network congestion. [21]

Packet Loss:

It is important that enough packets reach the destination for the speech to be

recognizable; however, it is not a given that 100% of all packets must reach the intended

target. In actuality, a voice stream can lose up to 5% of its packets and still be

recognizable. A higher drop-rate than this will result in an incomplete, and possibly

indecipherable, message. [21]
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Call Dropping:

The dropping of a call refers to the unexpected termination of a VoIP connection. This

could result from an equipment failure at either end or at a midpoint element, or from

excessive network congestion and the subsequent dropping of a large number of packets.

[21]

Call Blocking:

Similar to call dropping, call blocking occurs due to congestion at the network elements.

When a socket attempts to initiate a VoIP call but insufficient resources exist on the

network, the call will not reach the intended recipient at all. Call blocking can also arise

from control parameters set by a service provider, although this is becoming unpopular to

the point of stigmatization. [21]

Presumable low quality of voice calls: Among typical voice quality problems in VoIP

implementations are syllable clipping, garbled speech and crackling. Reasons for this

may be in insufficient use of interleaving on WAN links and prioritization methods or

extensive packet losses. Large file transfers together with absence of interleaving and

advanced proper prioritization certainly lead in poor voice quality. [7]

Problems with early implementations: Early adopters have discovered some annoying

problems with VoIP implementations in real corporate environments. There are well

known issues with traversing VoIP traffic through NAT-s (Network, firewalls, and

encryption, which pose additional problems with the security and performance. [7]

Evolving Standards and Interoperability: Standards for VoIP and its support are still

evolving; therefore developers have difficulties delivering and maintaining device

interoperability with other vendors. Areas of QoS protocols and QoS mechanisms are

also still becoming developed. [7]

According to Pro Quest Information and Learning Company[37]:
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Small and mid-sized businesses are shying away from Internet telephony because of fears

that communications are not secure, a new study says.

A survey of 300 U.S. businesses with 20 to 500 employees by Computing Technology

Industry Association found that less than half of respondents trust the security of IP

telephony, while more than three-quarters trust the security of legacy phone systems.

According to Vincent Ryan [8]:

Call quality, unstable technology, and the perceived oddity of migrating an enterprise's

voice communications to its data network used to be the main reasons cited for VoIP's

lackluster adoption rate. [8]

Non Technical Factors:

The Non technical factors affecting the voice over internet protocol are

Economic Reasons: Among economic reasons we must also consider the availability of

budget for purchasing new equipment. If a company has recently invested heavily into its

communications infrastructure, it is less likely that it will want (or be able) to spend a lot

of money for the new technology without really good reasons, clear objectives and high

money savings. [7]

Internal Organizational structure and Human Resources: many organizations also

face the problem of human resources. In the scope of VoIP, this problem is more

expressed with organizations that have two separate departments or expert teams-one for

voice and one or data communications. While both teams can be highly skilled in their

fields, they may not know much of the other. [7]

Business Risks and Concerns: Because VoIP technology is relatively new, potential

customers have fear from its implementation problems. This risk is present because of
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several reasons like necessary capital investment, requirement of qualified personals with

the new knowledge, complexity of VoIP, lack of known references, security issues and

because of its unknown and unproven reliability. IT managers are also concerned about

the interoperability problems and the need for using tools for measuring and

troubleshooting VoIP quality. [7]

In-Stat analyst Victor Liu said [9] :

By contrast adoption of local VoIP services is slow due to regulatory barriers in many

countries and the dominance of incumbent players. [9]

According to [38] Privacy issues must be addressed at the outset. The consequences

of failing to establish privacy protections for users of VOIP-based services will be

staggering.

3 Methodology
The purpose of this chapter is to provide reader a brief introduction to the research

approach and methods. A method is a tool, a way to solve a problem and research new

knowledge. [10] In this chapter, the procedure of the research will be presented.

3.1 Research Purpose

The purpose of this study is to provide the opportunity to the reader that how the adoption

of VoIP can be improved. And at the same time it will also tell the reader that which

reasons of slower adoption of VoIP are most important for consideration and how those

reasons or problems can be rectified. According to Yin (2003), the purpose with research

is to state what is to be accomplished by conducting research and how the results of the

research can be used. The research purpose can be divided into different groups.

According to [17] and Yin (2003), scientific research has three purposes: exploratory,

descriptive, or explanatory.

Table 2 Different types of research goals
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Exploratory Descriptive Explanatory
- Become familiar with the
basic facts, setting, and
concerns.
- Create a general mental
picture of conditions.
- Formulate and focus
questions for future research.
- Generate new ideas,
conjectures, or hypotheses.
- Determine the feasibility of
conducting research.
- Develop techniques for
measuring and locating future
data.

- Provide a detailed, highly
accurate picture.
- Locate new data that
contradict past data
- Create a set of categories or
classify types.
- Clarify a sequence of steps
or stages.
- Document a causal process
or mechanism.
- Report on the background or
context of a situation.

- Test a theory’s predictions or
principle.
- Elaborate and enrich a
theory’s explanation.
- Extend a theory to new
issues or topics.
- Support or refute an
explanation or prediction.
- Link issues or topics with a
general principle.
- Determine which of several
explanations is best.

 Source: Neuman, 2003, p.29

This study is descriptive since it is our intention to describe the area of research and try to
explain the data collected in order to find out the differences and similarities with frame
of reference of different cases. The research purpose is partly exploratory since we begin
to explain by evaluating the results for the research questions. Thus this study will be
partly descriptive and partly explanatory.

3.2 Research Approach

Different approaches can be taken such as deductive or inductive and quantitative and

qualitative approach. Deductive research starts with existing theories and concepts and

formulates hypotheses that are subsequently tested; its advantage point is received theory.

Inductive research starts with real-world data, and categories, concepts, patterns, models,

and eventually, theories emerge from this input. After the initial stages, all types of

research become iteration between the deductive and the inductive. This is sometimes

referred to as adductive research. [16]

The qualitative and quantitative methods refer to the way one chooses to treat and

analyze the selected data. Selectivity and distance to the object of research characterize a
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quantitative approach, whereas a qualitative approach is characterized by nearness to the

object of research. Both approaches have their strengths and weaknesses and neither one

of the approaches can be held better than the other one. The best research method to use

for a study depends on that study’s research purpose and the accompanying research

questions. [1]

 In quantitative approach results are based on numbers and statistics which are shown in

figures. In quantitative approach focus lies on describing an event with the use of words.

Which approach to choose depends on the problem definition together with what kind of

information is needed. The two approaches are used for their suitability and will also be

used together. [10]

We started our research by studying existing theories relating to our problem area which

will be later compared with reality. So, our research is mostly deductive.

The quantitative approach is also characterized by studying few variables on a large

number of entities. To find answers to its research problem, this is normally done in a

broad sense by using surveys with already set answering alternatives. Furthermore, this

approach is considered especially useful when conducting a wide investigation that

contains many units. [10]

Characteristics of qualitative studies are that they are based largely on the researcher's

own description, emotions and reactions. [1] The qualitative approach also includes a

great closeness to the respondents or to the source that the data is being collected from

[10]. It is characterized by gathering abundant information and to investigate several

variables from a few numbers of entities. To make use of the possibility to gather high

quality data, the most common way to do this is with the use of case studies and

interviews where no set answering alternatives are being offered. [10]

As our purpose of this study is to provide reader a better understanding of the reasons of

slower adoption of VoIP and then how that adoption can be improved. So, we believe
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that both the qualitative and quantitative approaches were found to be more suitable for

the purpose of this thesis.

3.3 Research Strategy

A research strategy may be thought of as providing the overall direction of the research

including the process by which the research is conducted. [15] According to Yin (2003),

there are five primary research strategies in the social sciences: experiments, surveys,

archival analysis, histories, and case studies. Based on Yin (2003) each strategy has its

own advantages and disadvantages depending on three conditions:

• The type of research question posed.

• The extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioral events.

• The degree of focus on contemporary, as opposed to historical, events.

The first and most important condition for differentiating among the various research

strategies is to identify the type of research question being asked.  A basic categorization

scheme for the types of questions is the familiar series: ‘’who’’, ‘’what’’, ‘’where’’,

‘’how’’, and ‘’why’’, ‘’How’’ and ‘’why’’ questions  are more explanatory and likely to

lead to the use of case studies, histories, and experiments as the preferred research

strategies. [1]

A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within

its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are

not clearly evident. The case study allows an investigation to retain the holistic and

meaningful characteristics of real-life events.  A case study can involve a single and a

multiple-case study. The single case study makes an in-depth investigation regarding only

one entity but in multiple-case study two or more entities are being investigated which

gives the opportunity of comparisons. [1]
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We have chosen a multiple case studies as our research strategy and also survey. This is

more appropriate for our study because it fits to achieve our goals of this thesis. This

strategy also helps us in comparing different cases.

3.4 Data Collection

Yin (2003) [1] states, the six most commonly sued sources for data collection in case

study are documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observations, participant

observation and physical artifacts. In this study, the two sources of evidence that are

considered valuable are documentation and interviews and will be described. An

overview of documentation and interviews sources and their comparative strengths and

weaknesses may be found in Table 3.

The data that will be collected is expected to be mainly of a qualitative nature, due to the

chosen units of analysis. According to Yin (2003) information found in documents is

likely to be relevant for nearly every case study topic, especially for confirming and

supplementing evidence from other sources. Documents are important in the data

collection stage in a case study, due to their overall value. However, care must be taken

in the interpretation of documents, since they are often prepared for another purpose and

audience than that of the case study [1].

Table 3: Two sources of evidence and their comparative strengths and weaknesses.

Source of
evidence

Strengths Weaknesses

Documentation

• Stable – can be reviewed
repeatedly

• Unobtrusive – not created as a
result of the case study

• Exact – contains exact names,
references, and details of an event

• Broad coverage – long span of
time, many events, and many
settings

• Retrievability – may be Low
• Biased selectivity, if collection

is incomplete
• Reporting bias – reflects

(unknown) bias of author
• Access – may be deliberately

blocked

Interviews • Targeted – focus directly on case• Bias due to poorly constructed
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study topic
• Insightful – provide perceived

causal inference

questions
• Response bias
• Inaccuracies due to poor recall
• Reflexivity – interviews give

what interviewer wants to hear
 (Yin, 2003, p. 86)

 The data collection methods that will be used for this research are interviews and

documentation. For this research, interviews will be performed by emails, telephone calls

and may also in person. We will collect the data from different companies that are

providing VoIP services and also from the end users.

To collect data from companies and end users, we will build a questionnaire website and

will email web link to different companies to participate in the interview. To build an

Internet based dynamic questionnaire, we will use MS FrontPage 2002 for designing the

questionnaire, ASP (active server pages) as a scripting language and MS Access 2002 as

database. The web-based questionnaire would be simple and consists of both open and

close-ended questions.

We will approach data collection technique through emails to the mailing lists, yahoo

groups, Google groups and other friends. The different mailing lists of individual end

users are masterstudents@ltu.se, bhavans2003@yahoogroups.com,

bhavans_bca2000@yahoogroups.com, bnscbca99@yahoogroups.com, hyd-

masti@googlegroups.com, ssghs@googlegroups.com and other personal contacts from

msn and yahoo friends list.. Furthermore there is no restriction of age and gender of the

individual end users which we are selecting for the data collection of our research.

3.5 Data Analysis

Data analysis consists of three concurrent flows of activities. These three are data

reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing and verification. [13]

• Data reduction should not be considered to be separate from analysis, but as a part

of it. This reduction of the data is analysis that helps to sharpen sort, focus,

discard, and organize the data in a way that allows for “final” conclusion to be

mailto:masterstudents@ltu.se
mailto:bhavans2003@yahoogroups.com
mailto:bca2000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:bnscbca99@yahoogroups.com
mailto:hyd-masti@googlegroups.com
mailto:hyd-masti@googlegroups.com
mailto:ssghs@googlegroups.com
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drawn and verified. Data can be reduced and transformed through such means as

selection, summary, paraphrasing, or through being subsumed in a large pattern.

[13]

• Data display is the second major activity which the research should go through,

and this means taking the reduced data and displaying it in an organized,

compressed way so that conclusions can be more easily drawn. Miles and

Huberman (1994) explain that, “humans are not powerful processors of large

amounts of information,” and that “extended text can overload humans’

information-processing capabilities”. It is further explained that good display are,

“a major avenue to valid qualitative analysis”. In conclusion, with data reduction,

the creation and use of display is not separate from analysis, but it a part of it. [13]

Conclusion drawing and verification is the final analytical activity for the qualitative

researcher. It is here that the researcher begins to decide what things mean. They do this

by noting regularities, patterns, explanations, possible configurations, causal flows, and

propositions. (Miles & Huberman, 1994) However, Miles and Huberman (1994) also add

that competent researcher should hold such conclusions lightly, while maintaining both

openness and degree of scepticism. [13]

Above three steps will be included in the data analysis. So, after reducing the data, only

relevant data is discussed. As this research is a multi case study, then the relevant data is

displayed for comparison of different case studies. In the end conclusions and results will

be drawn.

3.6 Validity and Reliability

Validity and reliability helps to measure the research and add strength to the findings.

Validity is the most important requirement on a measurement instrument. Three sorts of

validity need to be considered. [1] According to Yin (2003) [1] there are three forms of

validity: construct validity, internal validity, and external validity.
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•  Construct validity: establishing correct operational measures for the concepts being

studied.

• Internal validity: establishes a causal relationship, whereby certain conditions are

shown to lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious relationships.

• External validity: establishing the domain to which a study’s findings can be

generalized.

As Neuman (2003) [14] states reliability is necessary for validity and is easier to achieve

than validity. Although reliability is necessary in order to have a valid measure of a

concept, it does not guarantee that a measure will be valid. It is not a sufficient condition

for validity. Figure 2.2 illustrates the relationship between the concepts by using the

analogy of a target. The bull’s-eye represents a fit between a measure and the definition

of the contract.

Figure 5: Illustration of relationship between reliability and validity

(Source: Neuman, 2003, p.186)

According to Yin (2003), every case study project should strive to develop a formal,

presentable database, so that, in principle other investigators can review the evidence

directly and not be limited to the written reports. In this manner, a case study database

markedly increases the reliability of the entire case study. For case studies, notes are

likely to be the most common component of a database. The notes may be a result of an

investigator’s interviews, observations, or document analysis. [1]
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In order to increase the validity of this research, e-mails ere going to send to the

interviewees in advance about the matters that are going to be discussed. To increase the

external validity and replication logic in multiple-case studies, an interview guide is

developed and followed through the study. To make sure that we are contacting right

person who has good knowledge over the technical and non-technical aspects of the VoIP

technology. We are going to interview the systems administrator, chief executive officer,

marketing manager etc.
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4 Empirical Study

In this chapter we will be presenting the empirical data from individual end users and

also from VoIP companies. General characteristics of the individual end users are

presented and also each VoIP company is first introduced. Afterwards in the next

chapter, we will present the data collected from both individual users and VoIP

companies and at the same time we will do the analysis part in respect to our research

question.

4.1 Individual end users

There are two types of users for VoIP services, individual end users and companies. But

because of time constraints we are focusing only on individual end users who are

normally the household users of this service. We are not selecting the end users for our

data collection from any specific region rather they are from any part of world. To reach

them we had built a small website (www.websamba.com/zhsbravo/VoIP_Survey) which

contains the questionnaire links for both end users and also for VoIP companies. We

approached another data collection technique through emails to the mailing lists, yahoo

groups, Google groups and other friends. The different mailing lists are

masterstudents@ltu.se, bhavans2003@yahoogroups.com,

bhavans_bca2000@yahoogroups.com, bnscbca99@yahoogroups.com, hyd-

masti@googlegroups.com, ssghs@googlegroups.com and other msn and yahoo friends.

Actually we are not aware of the number of members in these mailing lists. But the

approximate figures of these mailing lists are 250, 100, 100, 50, 300, 60 and 300

respectively. The age group of these mailing lists might range from 18-50 years.

Furthermore there is no restriction of age and gender of the individual end users which

we are selecting for the data collection of our research.

We asked different kinds of questions from individual end users electronically that is

through the website, to the students of the Lulea University of the Technology through

emails from University portal, to our other friends through emails and also to yahoo and

Google groups through emails.

http://www.websamba.com/zhsbravo/VoIP_Survey
mailto:masterstudents@ltu.se
mailto:bhavans2003@yahoogroups.com
mailto:bca2000@yahoogroups.com
mailto:bnscbca99@yahoogroups.com
mailto:hyd-masti@googlegroups.com
mailto:hyd-masti@googlegroups.com
mailto:ssghs@googlegroups.com
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Q # 1 Service’s use

Out of 53 respondents 49 answer the yes and

4 answer the no.

Q # 2 Type of service used.
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From 53 users, 30 use Computer for calling, 2 use only IP phones, 1 use only ATA, 8 use

computer and IP phone, 1 use computer and ATA, 1 use IP phone and ATA, 2 use all

three and 8 use none.

Q # 3 VoIP service Companies
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Out of 53 users, 21 uses Skype, 16 uses VoIP Stunt, 11 uses Wengo, 9 uses VoIP Cheap

and 9 uses other VoIP companies. There are some combinations.

Q # 4 Satisfaction with service

Out of 53, 45 are satisfied with the service and remaining 8 are not satisfied.

Q # 6 Considerations before subscription
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Price

sound Quality
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Customer Service

From 53 respondents, 34 choose price, 29 choose sound quality, 30 choose reliability,

and 11 choose customer service.

Q 7, 8 & 9 Best among service providers.

18 said that Skype is best service provider than others because of its sound quality. 6 said

VoIP stunt is best because of cheap calls and easy accessibility and 3 said VoIP cheap is

best because of call prices.

Q # 10 Annoying Factors during Service
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From 53 sample size, 45 choose sound quality, 33 choose call delay, 19 choose lack of

emergency calls and 18 choose reliability.

Q # 11 Satisfaction with marketing strategies

Out of 53 respondents, 32 are satisfied with marketing campaigns and Unsatisfied 21

 Respondents are not satisfied.

Q # 12 which media should they use
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Out of 53 users, 29 selected Internet, 17 selected television and 17 selected newspaper as

marketing media.
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Q # 13 & 14 Usage Type (for International or for Local or for both) & satisfaction

23 told that they use it for both sort of calls,

15 respondents told that they use it for just International calls and

 7 told that they use it for just Local calls.

 So these numbers show that most of users use this service for International calls purpose.

And regarding satisfaction for sound quality and satisfaction for both sort of calls

45 respondents out of 53 are satisfied and

8 are unsatisfied.

4.2 Companies multi case studies

Now we are introducing the companies, which are providing this service to their users.

We have selected the following companies as our use cases. We try to get information

from the different multinational companies. The approach we used to get contact with

those companies is through telephonic conversations, emails, in person and also website.

Initially we try to contact those companies using emails but we couldn’t get proper

response and then we created a website (using ASP and MS-Access). We made telephone

calls to the companies and took the email ids of the relevant employee like systems

administrator, CEO etc. We forwarded the website link to those email ids of relevant

persons.

4.2.1 Case 1: DTel

Company’s Website: http://www.dtel.in/

Respondent:   Deepak Agarwal: Chief Executive Officer

Alok Kaushal: Chief Technology Officer

Company’s Logo:                       

  (source: http://www.dtel.in )

http://www.dtel.in
http://www.dtel.in
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Deepija Telenetworks (DTel) is a consulting engineering firm specializing in the field of

Telecom Application Software development and Network Integration. They provide a

broad range of CTI (Computer Telephony Integration) and VOIP related application

software development. It includes IVR (Interactive Voice Response) systems, Automated

Attendant, TTS (Text to Speech), Voice Mail Messaging etc. their call center

infrastructure support includes IVR services and call routing services like ACD

(Automatic Call Distribution), VoIP based voice logger and call billing solutions. As

network integrators, they represent Spring Mountain Technology of Australia in India.

[28]

They support Tigris series of Ericsson routers, as RAS solution, wireless broadband

products and Video surveillance products. They represent products by Sprint Mountain

Technology of Australia and are the proud business partners of PIKA Technologies of

Canada. Eicon Networks is Canada based company. Their product range includes digital

and analog CTI cards and is Eicon Technology Partner. [28]

Mostly their clients are businesses which are in the same city where they are. The

different services provided by DTel to their clients are auto attendant and voice mail

features, voice logger and call logger features, IVR system for movie ticket booking, IVR

system for exam results (Linux based), audio conferencing bridge on ISDN PRI, SIP

based VoIP soft phone, SIP based outbound call centre, SIP based progressive dialer etc

.[28]

Question 1, 2, 3, & 6 Service type, customer type and protocol used

According to Deepak Agarwal and Alok Kaushal, DTel is providing all three flavors of

VoIP with protocol being used as SIP to their customers who are mainly businesses.

Question 7 Customer’s important considerations

Price, quality, reliability and customer support.

Question 8 Technical factors of deteriorating QoS

Jitter, Latency, Propagation delay, Network delay and Scalability
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Question 9 Non technical factors of slower adoption

Lack of regulatory authority, evolving standards and interoperability.

Question 10, 11, 12(c) Marketing strategy and satisfaction

Deepak and Alok said that they are using Internet as marketing strategy and there is no

proper validation of that strategy. They also stated that there has to be some proper

regulatory

4.2.2 Case 2: Telio

Company’s Website: http://www.telio.no/

Respondent: Bendik Simonson Systems administrator

Company’s Logo:

Telio is one of the leading VoIP service providers in Norway which provides not

only broadband services but also different other telecommunication services. Arild

Nilsen, Chief Executive Officer, states that "Telio is very proud to be the first pure play

IP telephony operator listed in Europe, and - together with Vonage - in the world and

Telio has an advanced technological platform and the highest market penetration in

Norway. This leading position will be further strengthened. The net proceeds are to be

used for financing Telio's mobile and international expansion strategy, a more aggressive

growth in Norway and potential acquisitions of companies in Norway and

internationally." [29]

Small companies focus on price for small to medium volume callers– a catfight to be on

top of the telecom calculators. Telio focus on high volume callers and focus on having

the most innovative products and to report solid margins due to scale and automation of

the business. [29]

http://www.telio.no
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Question 1, 2, 3, & 6 Service type, customer type and protocol used

According to Bendik Simonson, Telio is providing only one flavor of VoIP i.e., ATA

with protocol being used as SIP to their customers who are mainly individuals.

Question 7 Customer’s important considerations

Price

Question 8 Technical factors of deteriorating QoS

Latency, Network delay and unreliability

Question 9 Non technical factors of slower adoption

Economic reasons, evolving standards and interoperability.

Question 10, 11, 12(c) Marketing strategy and satisfaction

Bendik Simonson said that they are using newspaper, television and Internet as marketing

strategy and there is no proper validation of that strategy.

4.2.3 Case 3: Vyke Communications

Company’s Website: http://www.vyke.com/

Respondent: Jan C Berger

Company’s Logo:  

(Source: http://www.vyke.com/)

Vyke is a subsidiary of the Vyke Communication (London AIM: VYKE) and has offices

in Norway, Iceland, USA and Malaysia. [30]

http://www.vyke.com
http://www.vyke.com
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The strategic goal of Vyke is to combine: “The international mobile service provider”

leverages its expertise in VoIP-based communication systems, mobile data service

creation / handset technology and wholesale carrier network management to provide a

market-pertinent converged communication solution.

Strongly adhering to the concept of providing services with mass market applicability,

Vyke currently features products that are important stepping stones to its strategic goal

but that are accessible to the broadest cross section of users possible. [30]

Looking towards the future, Vyke’s product development pipeline includes pre-release

versions of mobile handset-based VoIP clients ready to leverage the growth of wireless

LAN access and increasingly powerful mobile handset technology. [30]

Currently, Vyke markets its services through selected distribution channels providing

trusted third party access to enterprises, MVNOs, student / youth groups, mobile payment

providers and international NGOs. [30]

Vyke’s current set of mobile-oriented products offer up to a 70% discount under today’s

typical mobile operator pricing structures. [30]

Question 1, 2, 3, & 6 Service type, customer type and protocol used

According to Jan C Berger, Vyke Communications is providing IP phones and ATA with

protocol being used as SIP to their customers who are both individuals and businesses.

Question 7 Customer’s important considerations

Price, quality and customer support.

Question 8 Technical factors of deteriorating QoS

Latency mainly due to ADSL’s quality of their customers.

Question 9 Non technical factors of slower adoption

Question 10, 11, 12(c) Marketing strategy and satisfaction

Jan C Berger said that they are using newspaper, television and Internet as marketing
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strategy and there is no proper validation of that strategy. They also stated that there has

to be some proper regulatory.

4.2.4 Case 4: Digisip AB

Company’s Website: http://www.digisip.com/

Respondent: Mattias Lindberg

Company’s Logo:

(Source: http://www.digisip.com/)

Digisip is the Sweden’s first broadband service provider. Employees of Digisip

AB have experience not only in the traditional operations but also in the latest IP

technology. The customers of Digisip are the individual users who are interested

in availing the broadband services. It is providing all the three flavors of VoIP i.e.,

VoIP services from computer, ATA and also IP phones. ATA are the most used

VoIP type by its customers. Digisip is using SIP protocol at application layer for

its broadband services. [31]

Question 1, 2, 3, & 6 Service type, customer type and protocol used

According to Mattias Lindberg, Digisip is providing all three flavors of VoIP with

protocol being used as SIP to their customers who are mainly individuals.

Question 7 Customer’s important considerations

Price.

Question 8 Technical factors of deteriorating QoS

Jitter, Latency and Scalability

Question 9 Non technical factors of slower adoption

http://www.digisip.com
http://www.digisip.com
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Question 10, 11, 12(b)&12(c) Marketing strategy and satisfaction

Mattias Lindberg said that they are using Internet as marketing strategy and there is no

proper validation of that strategy. They also stated that there has to be some proper

regulatory and a national LAN infrastructure for broadband or separate Telia from

Skanova.

4.2.5 Case 5: Marratech AB

Company’s Website: http://www.marratech.com/

Respondent: S Lachapelle

Company’s Logo:

(Source: http://www.marratech.com/)

Marratech AB is a global company based in Sweden that develops and markets software

solutions, which enable remote groups and individuals to collaborate and interact over the

Internet. [32]

Marratech’s products are based on research that began in 1995 at the Centre for Distance-

Spanning Technology (CDT) at Luleå university of Technology, Sweden. From

developing a successful distance learning solution using the full capabilities offered by

broadband internet, they have created a business tool which is now accepted as the

technology leader in the e-meeting and web collaboration environment in all sectors of

industry, commerce and the professions. [32]

Marratech is being used by companies across the world and has won several industry

awards and accolades including the 2001 European 1st Prize, awarded by the European

Council of Applied Sciences and Engineering (Euro-CASE) with support from the EU's

Information Society Technologies Programme. [32]

http://www.marratech.com
http://www.marratech.com
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Marratech's board of directors and senior management includes highly qualified and

exceptionally experienced individuals from the IT and communications industries. The

company is owned by Swedish mutual funds as well as its employees and founders. It has

operations in the United Kingdom, throughout Europe, the USA, Australia and the Far

East, plus an extensive and rapidly expanding network of resellers and agents. [32]

The Marratech Name and Logo

The 'M' in Marratech comes from one of the supported protocols in Marratech's products

called multicast. The part 'arra' is Lappish, the language of the indigenous people in

Northern Scandinavia and means meeting place. The last part, 'tech', stands for

technology. The company logo is derived from an amphitheatre and symbolises

communication from one to many and many to many around the globe. Wherever you

are, you get the same great interactive experience. [32]

Question 1, 2, 3, & 6  Service type, customer type and protocol used

According to Mr. S Lachapelle, Marratech is providing computer to computer type of

VoIP with protocols being used as SIP and H.323 to their customers who are mainly

businesses.

Question 7 Customer’s important considerations

Quality and reliability.

Question 8 Technical factors of deteriorating QoS

Jitter, packet loss, bandwidth and Scalability

Question 9 Non technical factors of slower adoption

Behavioral change

Question 10, 11, 12(b)&12(c) Marketing strategy and satisfaction

Mr. S Lachapelle said that their resellers are doing their marketing and that strategy is

working very well with their company. He also stated that the customers of their

company have a clear plan for how to deploy network services in regards of bandwidth

and firewalls.
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4.2.6 Case 6: Icecom

Company’s Website: http://www.icecom.com/

Respondent: Riikka Poutiainen

Company’s logo:    

     (Source: http://www.icecom.fi)

Icecom was founded in the year 2000 and ever since it has been growing steadily.

Icecom’s headquarters is situated in Finland and it has sales offices in Europe, and North-

America. The company is constantly widening its customer base in global markets. [33]

Icecom has extensive expertise and years of experience from telecommunications market

using SIP technology, which is used as the core of its innovative solutions. [33]

Icecom has combined SIP technology, a VoIP environment as well as mobile and web

solutions into products that are flexibly adaptable to meet any customer specific needs.

Icecom's innovative communication products help companies expand their services and

increase their revenues. [33]

Question 1, 2, 3, & 6 Service type, customer type and protocol used

Icecom is providing all two flavors of VoIP namely IP phones and computer to computer

with protocol being used as SIP to their customers who are mainly businesses.

Question 7 Customer’s important considerations

Price, quality and reliability.

Question 8 Technical factors of deteriorating QoS

Latency, packet loss, Internet bandwidth.

http://www.icecom.com
http://www.icecom.fi
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Question 9 Non technical factors of slower adoption

unawareness of choices

Question 10, 11, 12(b) &12(c) Marketing strategy and satisfaction

Icecom uses Internet, exposure, shows, marketing events, through media and personal

relations. They couldn’t reach their strategy validity and they were stating that their

potential customers have to be properly informed regarding the services of VoIP.
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5 Data Analysis
In this section, we will be presenting our analyzed data from the empirical study

collected from individual end users and VoIP companies. We will compare each

company’s data and end users data with existing theories and will do ‘cross-case

analysis’. We analyze the data collected and find the important factors, which are

responsible for the slower adoption of VoIP and rank them according to the particular

scale.

5.1 Cross-case Analysis

In the beginning, we will do the cross case analysis from the empirical data of individual

end users and different VoIP companies. We will analyze the data across the different

cases and also within a case by cross checking the different questions with each other in

order to find out the reasons of slower adoption of VoIP.

So, when we analyze the empirical data of question number 2 of User’s questionnaire in

which we asked about the service type, we see that mostly people use computer when

they want to make calls using VoIP service. The reasons for this is that as we can also

cross check with the question number 6 of Company’s questionnaire, most companies are

offering cheapest calls to local and international calls (sometimes completely free) on a

computer Application using computer as a starting communicating point for VoIP

service. These companies are also providing simple and effective user interface, which is

much similar to the traditional phone, so that user feels more comfortable in using this

service.

When we thoroughly analyze the questions 3, 4 and 5 of users questionnaire in which we

asked that which companies service is mostly used and about satisfaction with service

and also any problems if they are facing, we see that majority of end users using Skype’s

VoIP services. The reason behind the Skype to be leader here is, because of its sound

quality and reliability which is also shown from empirical data of questions 7, 8 and 9 of

user’s questionnaire, where users were asked that which service provider. According to

them is providing best service and where you think that the service provider has the edge
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on its competitors. The individual respondents who have used the VoIP service from 2 or

more companies stated that Skype is providing best service as compared to its

competitors because of its sound quality and reliability even though its competitor’s price

are cheaper than Skype. VoIP Stunt and Wengo phone comes second and third

respectively (as empirical data is showing) here the major reason which people told is

that they are providing cheapest (even free) calls to many destinations of the world both

in case of Local and international calls. At the same time as it is evident from Question 4

of users questionnaire that the people who are using this service they are mostly satisfied

with this because they are price conscious people(also evident from empirical data of

question 6 of users questionnaire) so they are mostly satisfied. However the people who

are unsatisfied they gave important remarks which are mostly sound quality or voice

quality that is they said that there are the voice problems and also importantly the

connecting problems (difficulties in understanding these problems). When we questioned

VoIP companies regarding the reasons associated with the sound problems and

connections problems as in Question 8 of company’s questionnaire. They answered that

latency, packet loss and jitter delays are the most concerns for the deterioration of sound

quality so here we see that the above discussed problems and the reasons for these

problems are inline with the existing theory which is present in 2nd chapter of the thesis.

When we analyzed the empirical data of question 6 of User’s questionnaire and question

7 of Company’s questionnaire, where we asked about important considerations before

taking subscription. We see that customers give price most value but important thing to

notice here are sound quality and reliability which are not too far from price.  So we can

see that although price is one of the major motive but quality of sound and reliability are

also two other very important motives for the adoption of this service. Such

considerations by different authors have also been shown in 2nd chapter. The above is

depiction from the data colleted from the respondents but also notice that we have sent

the User’s questionnaire to 850 people (who use Internet as a part of daily life). We have

only got 53 active responses and most of the other people were the people who don’t

have any idea regarding the VoIP technology.  Many people did not response the
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questionnaire because they are not using the VoIP service mainly due to no awareness or

mainly there is no such service in their regions.

When we analyzed the empirical data of question 10 of User’s questionnaire, where we

asked the users about annoying things during the service usage. We noticed that the most

annoying things for the users who are availing services from different VoIP companies

are quality of sound comes first, and then comes call delay, lack of emergency calls and

reliability. In question 6 of User’s questionnaire, we also observed that while taking

subscription user gives importance to the above factors in one or the other way.

Companies also stating that the causes for poor sound quality and call delay are mainly

network delay, latency and packet loss.

When we analyzed the empirical data of the question 11 and 12 of User’s questionnaire

for marketing problems. We see that the answers of respondents are mix that is half of the

respondents are satisfied with marketing campaigns and said that they are properly

informed and less than half of the people are unsatisfied with the marketing efforts of the

service providers. At the same time companies are saying that they themselves couldn’t

achieve the anticipated number of customers with their marketing strategy. When we

asked about the current employed marketing strategy in the company, they replied that

the Internet is the main marketing strategy. Interestingly, when we asked the same

questions to the individual user, most of them stated that Internet marketing strategy has

to be used by the companies and then comes television and newspaper as the other

options. So, this shows that with marketing strategies the companies need to be more

innovative for grabbing the more and more number of customers.

Regarding the analysis of question 13, 14 of users questionnaire for call types we see that

most of the users use this service for international call purposes. The reason for using this

service for international calls (as we also see in question 6) is the price factor, because

many service providers provide cheap or free calls to many destinations.
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When we analyze the question 9 of Company’s survey, non technical factors of slower

adoption have been asked, Majority of companies are saying that economic reasons,

evolving standards and interoperability and lack of nationwide broadband infra structure

are the primary causes. In chapter 2nd different authors also say these factors in one or

other ways.

5.2 Coding and Explanation

After, all the above discussion now we can conclude a table with which we can provide

reader a better understanding of our data analysis with respect to the research question.

To do this we have compared the identified factors across the table with all the

companies, individual users and the theory. In order to make this data display as clear and

concise as possible, the end users and company’s opinions will be presented in an

abbreviated and coded manner. Miles and Huberman (1994) claim that coding and

summarizing segments of data into number of smaller analytic units also helps the

researcher in obtaining a more integrated schema for understanding local incidents and

interactions. And finally, it lays the groundwork for cross case analysis by surfacing

common themes and directional processes in multiple case studies. In order to be able to

benefit from Miles and Huberman’s (1994) proposed advantages the different responses

derived and analyzed from the end users and case companies will be assigned a specific

symbol or code. As for the research questions the data will be presented accordingly:

 Table 4: Explanation of coding

      NA Not applicable

     + Supports

      - Doesn’t support  or didn’t answer

     +\- Partially supports

     ? Identifies something new or adds to the theory
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If the correlation is (+) it denotes that the theory is supported by the data collected from

the end users and case study of the company and (-) denotes that the theory is not

supported by the data collected. However (+\-) represent only a partial support to the

theory with the data collected, (?) denoted if something new identified or the data

collected adds something new to the theory.

Table 5: Explanation of identified factors and its ranking

  53 individual respondents and 6 different VoIP companies

 Factors

the

ory

End

users

Telio Vyke Digisip Marratech Icecom DTel

Price + +34 + + + - + +

Sound quality + +39  + - + + +

Marketing
problems

+

+21

+ + + - + -

Reliability + +18 + - - + + +

Call delay + +33  + - - - - + 

Customer
service

+ +11 - + - - - +

Lack of
emergency
calls

+ +19  - - - - - -

Unawareness
of service

 ? +\- - - - + + -

Connecting
problem

 + +\-  - - - - - -

Dissatisfactio
n with service

 ?  +\- - - - - - -

Call security + +\- NA NA NA NA NA NA

Hand set for
IP phones

N

A

 +\- NA NA NA NA NA NA

Application
software

N

A

 +\- NA NA NA NA NA NA
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Latency + NA + + + - - +

Packet loss + NA - + + + - +

Jitter + NA - - + + - +

Lack of
regulatory
service

+ NA - + - - + +

Scalability + NA - - + + - +

Evolving
standards and
interoperabilit
y

+ NA + - - - - +

Network
delay

+ NA +  - - - - +

Propagation
delay

+ NA - - - - - +

Accumulation
delay

+ NA - - - - - -

Processing
delay

+ NA - - - - - -

Government
role

? NA  - -  +  -  -  +

Behavioral
change

? NA - - - + - -

We have conducted a detailed survey that consists of both open and close-ended

questions among different VoIP companies and also individual end users. We took

individual end user analysis as one specific case and compared with theory and also with

different VoIP companies. Table 5 shows all identified factors, which are responsible for

the slower adoption of VoIP. According to the above tables i.e. table 4, table 5 and cross

case analysis, we ranked all the factors in the order with respect to its importance

(recognized with + sign).  In table 5, we conclude different factors which are more

important for several reasons by not only theory but also in reality (i.e. from companies

and end users perspective also).

From the price factor till dissatisfaction with service factor, we have asked from both

individual users and also from service provider companies. In case of dissatisfaction of

service, connecting problems and unawareness of service factors, only few respondents

answered partially unsatisfied. That’s why +\- signs are used. In case of call security,
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handset for IP phones and Application software factors, they are only asked from

individual users but not from companies. Only few respondents are partially unsatisfied

that’s why +\- signs are used. However, from latency and all other subsequent factors are

only asked from companies. The reason behind is general end users are unfamiliar with

those factors because of their technicalities. So, in the end we have only chosen top 4

factors of the table which are asked from both companies and individual end users and

top 4 from those factors which are asked only from companies. We think them most

important according to our rank and should be given more importance. So, we conclude

that most important factors according to its rank wise are

1. Price

From the empirical data that majority of users have chosen price as an important factor

with which they can make international calls for the price which is much lesser than that

of traditional phone. VoIP Companies and also theory gives much importance that’s why

the price factor stood rank number 1 in the list.

2. Sound quality

Sound quality comes in the next rank, which is given as importance as price, more than

half of the sample size of users had chosen this factor. Even theory and companies are

supporting this factor to a major extent. So, we ranked this factor as number 2 in the list.

3. Marketing problem

There are several interesting types of marketing challenges and advertising approaches

based on the background of the companies involved, whether they are established or

start-ups, first comer or latecomer, and the technological choices and business model they

have adopted, whether they own the network or use another company’s network, whether

they are peer-to-peer, use an adapter/router, offer free unlimited calls, etc. Vonage and its

face-off with AT&T, and the competition between those two and Baby Bells like SBC

and Verizon exemplify the first type. The second type is represented by a Skype and third

type by the cable TV companies or Multiple Service Operators (MSOs). Vonage and
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Skype represent the two most exciting developments in the market so far, with Skype

perhaps the more radical of the two-approach. [34]

More than half of our case studies is stating that their marketing strategies are not up to

mark and even customers are also stating the same that they are not properly informed

about the company’s services.

4. Reliability

Based on the empirical data in the previous chapter, reliability is also an important on

which adoption of VoIP relies. Majority of end users voted reliability as a key factor and

companies does the same, also existing theory supports it in the same way.

5. Latency

Latency or delay is the time that a packet takes to make its way through a network end-

to-end. In telephony terms, it is the measure of time it takes the talker’s voice to reach the

listener’s ear. Large values do not necessarily degrade the sound quality of a phone call,

but the result can be a lack of synchronization between the speakers resulting in

hesitations in the speaker’ interactions. Besides, it causes problems such as echo and

talker overlap. Generally, it is accepted that the end-to-end latency should be less than

150ms for toll quality phone calls. To ensure that the latency budget remains below

150ms, the primary causes of latency need to be considered [35]. This is the main

technical problem, which is supported both by companies and the theory.

6. Packet loss

The packet loss in Internet traffic occurs for many reasons, and in some cases it is

unavoidable. In case of non-real-time applications, such as data communications, it is

managed through the retransmission capabilities of TCP. However the real-time

applications such as VoIP are based on the user datagram protocols (UDPs) and are

significantly less tolerant to packet loss. The UDP does not have retransmission facilities;

moreover retransmissions would almost never help in such applications [35].

This is the most prominent factor from theory and also from different case companies.

7. Jitter

Jitter is the variations in inter packet arrival time due to variable transmission delay over

the network. Removing jitter requires collecting packets and holding them long enough to
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allow the slowest packet to arrive in time to be played in the correct sequence. This

causes additional delays. The jitter buffers add delay, which is used to remove the packet

delay variation that each packet is subjected to as it transits the packet network. [11]

This is the major problem, which can affect the quality of sound during a VoIP call.

8. Regulatory challenge

For many the attraction of VoIP is that it is an unregulated service and governments are

in danger of acting in an obstructionist manner impeding new competition and innovative

services. But realistically there are several specific regulatory issues to be dealt with, the

following ones are seen mostly in the context of the European and American markets but

are applicable to all countries and markets [34].

This might be one of the factors, which indirectly affect the adoption of VoIP, and is

supported by existing theory, also by the companies.
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6 Findings and Conclusions

In this chapter we will present the outcome from this study in the form of   findings and

the conclusions. Initially findings and then general conclusions will be presented with

implications for future research.

As we want to know that how the adoption of the voice over internet protocol (VoIP) can

be improved so that more and more people will use this technology and will get the

benefits associated with it rather than the existing expensive PSTN technology and for

achieving that target initially. We have to focus on the major causes or the problems,

which are hindrances in the better adoption of this technology by the people and then try

to improve those factors or to rectify those problems in order to achieve our purpose. So

from the previous chapter we see that the major causes for slower adoption are

• Price

• Sound Quality

• Marketing problems

• Reliability

• Latency

• Packet Loss

• Jitter

• Regulatory challenges

After identifying the major factors and giving the proper attention to these factors next

we see that how these factors can be improved or rectified for the overall improvement of

the adoption of this technology.

Price:

As we have seen that in our research individual end users and the service provider

companies consider the price very major factor, but practically we see that the price in

this service is much lesser than that of the existing PSTN price. So, we think that actually

service provider companies are not marketing their products and the prices of the their
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products because of which end users perceive that prices are high so in that regard we

suggest the service providers that they should properly market the prices of their products

because most of the active users who use this service frequently are satisfied with the

price factor as evident from empirical data however before availing this service they gave

too much importance to the price.

Sound Quality:

Sound quality is another important consideration from end users perspective. We see that

most of the users are not satisfied with the quality of the sound however the end users

said that Skype has the much better sound quality than that of the other service providers

and in case of Skype we see that they are using their own proprietary protocols so for

others service providers it is also recommended that they should also build their own

proprietary protocols to get better sound quality.

Marketing Problems:

Marketing is also a big issue for the service providers. However, presently most of the

service providers marketing strategies are not working properly because of which

existing customers and potential customers of these service providers are not getting

proper information regarding the products/ services and also about their prices. So it is

suggested that the service providers should allocate the more budget for the marketing

campaigns for getting the proper customer response and to provide necessary information

to the end users because proper marketing of this service can greatly improve the

adoption of this service in general messes.

Reliability:

To improve the reliability of VoIP, we believe that the following things are to be

considered.

• Constraint-based routing and traffic engineering: selecting different paths on

which calls are routed with minimum acceptable delays and also reserving the

sufficient capacity for the expected load and implementing advanced routing

protocols.
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• Bandwidth management and admission control: managing the requests for the

allocation of bandwidth for VoIP calls and limits those calls.

• QoS for established voice calls: ensuring that accepted calls are prioritized to

maintain the QoS level even if a link is congested.

• Adaptive Coding: reduce bandwidth consumption in congestion state to still

provide good QoS to active calls.

• Monitoring the network

Latency:

When voice data is queued at a router, or other network element, and delayed from

reaching its destination it results in latency. This is the result of network congestion. We

suggest the following things are needed to improve the Latency.

• Network has sufficient bandwidth to avoid congestion.

• Reduce packet overhead if feasible.

• Prioritization of particular ports at the router equipment with which RSVP

provides guarantee to a certain level of packet throughput.

Packet Loss:

In case of internet the media which is used for VoIP did not guarantee the 100% packets

reached the destination but important thing is here that for better quality of service the

packet loss should be as minimum as possible and for that minimum loss case we suggest

that it is better to not send the silences especially in low speed networks or networks with

congestion. There are many silences period in conversion so if we only send the voice

information; we can use the available bandwidth in better way.

Jitter:

Jitter refers to variation in the amount of the delay. Packets often won’t arrive at the

destination according to the same route, or will be delayed at the router for different

lengths of time, and therefore do not reach the target at a steady rate. To overcome this

problem the suggestion which we recommend is the jitter buffer as the solution and this

buffer receives the packets and transmits to the receiver with a small delays. The

limitation with the jitter buffer is that if length of the buffer is large it results in more

delays and if buffer size is too small it will result in packet loss. So, service provider has

to be very careful regarding the size of the jitter buffer.
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Regulatory Challenges:

There is no proper regulatory for the VoIP technology till now. We believe that if a

technology is providing similar functionalities like traditional PSTN then there has to be

the same regulatory treatment for VoIP also. However, there is an unsettled classification

of VoIP as data service or telecommunication service. To overcome this problem we have

an opinion that FCC must identify this inadequacy.  Our suggestion to governments is

that they have to work more to set up the proper regulatory authority.

6.1 Future Work

As voice over IP (VoIP) is a very vast area for research, Due to time constraints our main

focus was on the area of slower adoption of VoIP by the individual users, But there are

Businesses who are also the customers of this service so future researchers can also do

the research about the adoption of this service by the businesses as the customers of this

service. Also in case of VoIP there is the transmission of voice, data and even the videos,

but due to lack of time we mainly focus on voice transmission so in future, researchers

can also do the research about the transmission of Videos over the Internet protocols.
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Appendix

Terminology

802.11- an over-the-air interface between a wireless client and a base station.

AAL-ATM Adaptation Layer

ACD (Automatic Call Distribution)

ACM-Association for Computing Machinery

ADC- Analog to Digital Converter

ADPCM-Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation

ADSL- Asymmetric Digital Subscribers Line

AIN- Advanced Intelligent Networks

ARPANET- Advanced Research Projects Agency Network

ASP-Active Server Pages

ATA- Analog Telephone Adaptor

ATM-Asynchronous Transmission Mode

Bps- Bits per second

CEO-Chief Executive Officer

CTI -Computer Telephony Integration

DSL-Digital Subscriber line

DTel-Deepija Telenetworks

H.323- Application Protocol by International Telecommunication Union (ITU)

IEEE- Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IETF- Internet Engineering Task Force

IP- Internet Protocol

IP/PBX-Internet Protocol Public Branch Exchange

IPv4 & IPv6-Internet Protocol version 4 and 6

ISDN-Integrated Service Digital Network

ISP- Internet Service Provider

ITU- International Telecommunication Union

IVR- Interactive Voice Response

Kbps- Kilo bits per second
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Ms- Milli seconds

MIT- Massachusetts Institute of Technology

NAT-Network Address Translation

OSI (Open Systems Interconnection)

PBX- Public Branch eXchanges

PC-Personnel Computer

PCM- Pulse Code Modulation

PPP-Point to Point Protocol

PSDN- Packet Switched Data Network

PSTN- Public Switched Telephone Network

QoS- Quality of Service

RFC- Request For Comment

RSVP- Resource Reservation Protocol

RTCP-Real Time Control Protocol

RTP- Real Time Protocol

RTSP-Real Time Streaming Protocol

SIP-Session Initiation Protocol

SONNET-Synchronous Optical Networking

TCP-Transmission Control Protocol

TTS- Text To Speech

UDP-User Datagram Protocol

US-United States

VoIP-Voice over Internet Protocol

WAN- Wide Are Networks

Wi-Fi- Wireless Fidelity denotes a set of Wireless LAN/WLAN standards
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User’s Perspective
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